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Tech company garners accolades in

Infrastructure, Digital & App Innovations,

and Data & AI Solutions categories

NOVI, MICHIGAN, UNITED STATES, May

31, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

cloudEQ, tech industry heavy-hitter in

cloud migration services, announces

new success in three of Microsoft's

Solution Partner designation

categories. These designations are

earned by demonstrating the

superlative quality of work on the

Azure platform through certifications,

customer satisfaction, usage growth,

and deployment. 

This achievement underscores

cloudEQ’s strength in delivering smart,

agile, and effective solutions on a

global scale. 

As an Infrastructure Solution Partner, cloudEQ has access to the latest tools and resources from

Microsoft, allowing us to provide our clients with the best possible outcomes on a proven,

powerful platform. The Digital and App Innovations designation recognizes our team's expertise

in Microsoft technologies and confirms our ability to deliver exceptional services to our clients,

while the certifications required to achieve Data & AI Solution partnership prove our ability to

meet any customer need using the latest technology offerings. 

Regarding this accomplishment, Kristine Otte, cloudEQ's Director for Global Partnerships added,

"Achieving the Solution Partner designations strengthens our Microsoft partner synergies and

provides enormous value for Azure platform customers. We are inspired and motivated to keep

this momentum and continue working toward future collaborations." 

http://www.einpresswire.com


We are honored to join this exclusive group of industry giants. These designations aim to guide

customers in identifying partners who excel in their area of need, guaranteeing the most

successful project outcomes. We welcome inquiries about how we can assist you.  

cloudEQ is a global professional services company with hundreds of certified experts in

Microsoft, Amazon, Google, New Relic, ServiceNow, Big Panda and much more. We are Fortune

100 executives, experienced leaders, and technical experts with a mission to provide experience-

based cloud services. Specializing in migration, optimization, and automation of your cloud

environment, you can count on cloudEQ to lead your transformation with speed that lasts. 

Our vision and mission are to deliver cloud technology services with a focus on our client's needs

first. EQ in business is the commitment to focusing on understanding client and employee

success as a core component of the company's activities. At cloudEQ, our clients and

employees come first, and we are proud to be serving them both. 
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/635650419
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try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something
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